
 

 

 

Reading Learning for 6HA 

Monday 11th May 

 

You have finished the book- what a read! 

 

Use what you have read in the whole book to help you  

complete this week’s tasks. 

  

 

 

 

Letter to the Author (2 days work) 

 

Write a letter to the author of the book, Maz Evans.  

 

If you share your work with Mrs Anderson, she will choose the best five to be 

sent in the post to the author. Let’s see if we can get a reply! 

 

Remember to: 

 

● Set your letter out correctly (please don’t include your own address) 

● Say why you are writing (when and where you read the book) 

● Describe your favourite part and character, explaining why 

● Decide who you would recommend this book to and why 

● Give a brief prediction about the next book in the series (yesterday’s 

work) 

● Explain how the book has helped you in reading/writing 

 

 

 

READING PLUS 

 

If you have access, log on to Reading Plus 3 times this week, for 30 

minutes. 

https://student.readingplus.com/seereader/api/sec/login   

https://student.readingplus.com/seereader/api/sec/login


 

13.5.20 Answers 

 

Task: Prediction 

 

To answer a prediction question fully, you must: 

 

● Give at least 3 ideas about what might happen in the book 

● Back up your ideas with evidence, either from the previous book or the 

front cover 

● Explain how your idea will impact upon the storyline 

 

Before moving on to today’s work, ensure that your prediction is as good as it 

can be, using the tips above. 

 

 

This synopsis of the book might help you to decide if you got any details 

correct: 

 

Elliot Hooper’s troubles are far from over. 

His mum’s health worsens, he’s struggling at school, and a bunch of 

anarchic Greek immortals have moved into his home – including teen 

goddess Virgo, who’s in trouble with the Zodiac. What’s more, 

death-daemon Thanatos and his scary mum are at large. As even more 

immortal allies and enemies emerge, Virgo and Elliot must learn how to 

be heroes … 

 

Next week, we will use the first chapter of Simply the Quest as our text 

for our Shared Read. Stay tuned to find out what happens! 

 


